CONTINUOUS DRIVER MONITORING

Controlling Foreseeable Risk

Continuous driver monitoring transforms the way an employer manages driver risk while reducing administrative burden, crashes, and cost over time. DISA Global Solutions is proud to provide a best-in-class driver monitoring solution with our valued partner Sambasafety. Data shows that ten percent of your drivers are responsible for 40 percent of your crashes, which translates to a loss of profit, increased downtime for equipment, and elevated hiring and training costs. Although not all drivers present the same risk, continuous driver monitoring helps employers identify violations before they result in crashes by getting insight into employee driving behavior that otherwise would’ve gone unnoticed.

- Gain full 12-month visibility into a driver’s behavior
- Reduce risk and liability with real-time alerts on negative driver activity
- Increase employee retention through early intervention into negatively trending driver behavior
- Automate and enforce a consistent driver safety policy across your company
- Understand driver behavior across individuals and groups, and take proactive measures for improvement
- Protect your company, your employee, and your community with a culture of safety

Continuous monitoring changes driver behavior, which leads to fewer citations and incidents. Protect your organization’s assets, brand and reputation with safer drivers.

Create A Culture Of Safety

- Bulk driver upload
- Custom driver groups
- Manage and update driver information
- Receive email alerts
- Set thresholds
- Normalized reporting state to state
- New activity alerts

- 22% Reduction Monthly Violations
- 14% Reduction MonthlyCrashes
- 32% Reduction in Company Risk Profile Events

Continuous driver monitoring will automatically alert you when a driver from your company receives a negative violation, going above and beyond your standard motor vehicle record (MVR), and also helps to address challenges often faced in the transportation industry, such as

- FMCSA Clearinghouse
- ELD Mandates/ELD Training Requirements
- Increased Road Congestion
- More Distracted Drivers
- New Vehicle Technologies
- Insurance Industry Under Pressure